**AGAINST CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE**

- Cast-in-place concrete column, as spec’d
- Cont. sealant
- PT wood trim
- Overhead garage door, as spec’d
- Garage door track anchor, as spec’d
- PT 2x wood ledger anchored to conc. column, as spec’d
- Interior finish, as spec’d

**AGAINST LOGIX**

- Exterior finish, as spec’d
- Wall reinf. See Notes
- LOGIX (6¼” shown)

**NOTES:**
See Section 6 – Engineering in the LOGIX Product Manual for reinforcement details.

---

The drawing represented herein is to be used as a reference guide only; the user shall check to ensure the drawing meets local building codes and construction practices by consulting local building officials and professionals, including any additional requirements. Logix reserves the right to make changes to the drawing without notice and assumes no liability in connection with the use of the drawing including modification, copying or distribution.
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